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“Reach higher for stars lie hidden in
you. Dream deep for every dream
precedes the goal”
Rabindranath Tagore.
SWARNIMA LUTHRA
PRINCIPAL
ASN SR SEC SCHOOL

Confidence, an urge to never give up and an undying belief in ones abilities are the main
elements to turn ones dream into realities. We at ASN provide learning environment and
opportunities to the students to recognize their aptitudes and inner abilities through a
wealth of programs which help them carve a home for themselves in any global grid.
Well planned and with an optimum blend of modern pedagogies, the learners inherit the skill
to learn through enquiry and reason, to develop vital personal and social values which
transform them into an adaptive, responsive and humane individual. We value igniting the
spark of creativity and curiosity in our learners.
I extend my heartiest congratulations to all the achievers who had brought accolades and
laurels to school in the field of scholastic and co- scholastic activities. My greatest
appreciation always has been working with my team of dynamic teachers who always are
thriving with innovative teaching strategies to make teaching learning an enriching
experience that make ASN a “Great Place to Grow”. I strongly believe that parental
involvement in a child’s education process along with a healthy and regular interaction with
the teacher and the taught ensures a healthy and happy learning. This partnership is highly
valued at ASN.
I welcome and value your contribution to excellence in education and look forward to
working with you and your children towards moulding them into responsible global citizens
of tomorrow.

From Co-ordinator’s Office

‘Success is the sum of small efforts,

repeated day in and day out’.
Sushma Kalia
Coordinator

Dear parents
I am extremely privileged to present the last edition of the Newsletter for the session
2019-20. It’s hard to believe that we have reached the end of yet another school year.
This year, the school witnessed a lot of achievements in various fields; not only in
academics but also in co-curricular activities.
The School made every effort to unlock the store house of creative genius in each and
every child. It feels proud to proclaim that incredible improvement was observed in the
children throughout the year and this is what I believe, is True Victory.
Each day of the session was filled with new experiences, learning for all and the ability
to make someone's day better.
I consider myself to be fortunate to work with many dedicated innovative and caring
staff members, parents and students. I would like to thank all the parents for their
continual and unconditional support. I look forward to another brilliant year ahead
with the indispensable support of all the people associated with the school.
This is a small effort to sum-up the crux of the whole year’s events. Hope you enjoy
reading it.

A TIME TO REJOICE
HAPPY PERIOD’S DAY- 5TH FEBRUARY 2020

ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar-1, in collaboration with Sachhi Saheli (an NGO
working to spread awareness about menstrual health and hygiene) celebrated ‘Happy
Periods Day’ to sensitize children and consequently help eradicate stigmas, taboos and
myths related to menstrual cycle.

FOUNDER’S DAY- 17TH FEBRUARY 2020

On the 17th of February, the school celebrated its Founder’s Day (Chairman Shri K.L.
Luthra’s birthday) by performing Hawan in the school premises for seeking the blessings
of Almighty. It created a serene aura and the staff felt blessed to be a part of the same.
Planters and eco-friendly cards were presented to the School Chairman so as to promote
green and clean environment.

THE BASTILLE DAY (FRENCH DAY)- 14TH JULY 2019

ASN Senior Secondary School recently celebrated Bastille Day also known as The French
Day with great zeal and enthusiasm with the aim to widen the horizon about the rich
heritage and culture of another country as the dictum goes ,'World is One Big Family.'

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION – 24TH JANUARY 2020

ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar -1, celebrated 71st Republic Day with great
patriotic fervor in the school ground. The celebration commenced with the flag hoisting by
School Chairman Shri K.L Luthra followed by National Anthem. On this momentous
occasion the School Chairman Shri K.L Luthra addressed the gathering and expressed his
pride in the rich cultural past of the country. He requested everyone to work with honesty
and dedication for the nation and be proud to be an Indian.

RENDEZVOUS WITH ARMY CHIEF “GENERAL VIPIN RAWAT”
ASNites got the golden opportunity to have a tete-a-tete with the Army Chief General
Vipin Rawat on the occasion of 73rd Independence Day. On this occasion, General Rawat
motivated the students to join the armed forces and serve the country. ASNites presented
a painting and a planter as a small gesture of their gratitude towards the soldiers.

Interactive session with Mr Kailash Satyarthi

ASN Senior Secondary School students along with the School Principal Ms. Swarnima Luthra
and School Coordinator Ms. Kalia had a golden opportunity to have an interactive session with the
Nobel Peace Laureate Mr. Kailash Satyarthi who is a well-known Children's Rights and Education
Advocate. He is the founder of Bachpan Bachao Andolan, Global March Against Child Labour,
Global Campaign for Education, Kailash Satyarthi Children's Foundation, and Good Weave
International.

GANDHI-EK SOCH

The school, in collaboration with National Gandhi Museum, Gandhi Smarak Nidhi and Gandhi
Peace Foundation commemorated the 150th Birth Anniversary of the Father of the Nation,
Mahatma Gandhi. On this occasion an Inter School Literary and Cultural Fest 2019 'Gandhi-Ek
Soch' was organized. The main aim behind this event was to sensitize the young learners of the
efficacy of the lessons given by Gandhi Ji.

HOMAGE
MARTYR’S DAY- 30th JANUARY 2020

Students of ASN Senior Secondary School paid homage to the father of the nation Mahatma
Gandhi on January 30, the Martyrs Day. To commemorate the same, a two-minutes silence
was observed by the whole school on the 30th of January.

COMPETITIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY CONDUCTED ESSAY-WRITING
COMPETITION
To mark the International Day of Forests, NMNH conducted various theme-based activities
and contests to promote awareness about importance of forests among school/college
students. Keeping in view the same, 7 students were sent to the Ministry of Environment
(Forest and Climate Change), National Museum of Natural History for the essay-writing
competition. It was an extremely enriching experience for the students. Along with the
participation, experiencing an absolutely eco-friendly environment was beyond their
imagination. To quote one of the participants exactly- (refer to the photo attached)

IP4KIDS ESSAY-WRITING COMPETITION

ANVESHA

SANSKRITI

To Celebrate the 71st Republic Day, IP4KIDS organised an essay-writing competition in order
to spread awareness about the importance of Indian Constitution and the rights, duties and
functional procedures. In this Inter-school competition, Sanskriti Sharma (VI) and Anvesha
Manaktala (VII) bagged 1st and 3rd prizes respectively, in junior (V to VIII) category. They
both were awarded cash prize for their extraordinary writing skills.

ATAL LAB PROJECTS/ WORKSHOPS/ ACTIVITIES

The Atal Lab of the school is quite active in terms of scientific innovation and development.
The students par excellence ISHWIN & YUVRAJ OF 8G displayed their scientific aptitude by
participating in numerous activities, workshops and competitions. They both were involved
in projects like AGROBOT (related to Agriculture), DIGITAL EYES, SMART WATER
CONSERVATION, IoT BASED SMART HOME, AID BOT to name a few, wherein, they bagged
several prizes.

FAIRGAZE CONTEST- ‘INDIA AS I SEE’-

On the occasion of 73rd Independence day, FAIRGAZE (socio-educational community portal)
conducted a nation-wide painting and writing contest for the school students in which KRISHIV
PURI of Class 8-D was declared the winner in writing category.

ASN TEACHERS FELICITATION BY HRD MINISTRY

Ms. Bhumija Chopra (T.G.T. English) and Ms. Namita Rattan (P.R.T. Hindi) from ASN Sr.
Sec. School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1 bagged the National Award for their “Zero-Investment
innovation for Education Initiatives (ZIIEI)” in teaching by the Honourable Human
Resource Development Minister (HRD) Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal. Shri Aurobindo Society and
HDFC Bank organised a two-days’ long national award ceremony namely ‘Shunya Se
Sashaktikaran’ on 1st and 2nd March in which certificates were conferred upon more than
1000 teachers, from all over India, for their unique innovations in teaching.

APJ ABDUL KALAM’S 88TH ANNIVERSARY- ELOCUTION COMPETITION
The 88th birthday of APJ Abdul Kalam was celebrated with full fervour and enthusiasm. To
pay tribute to his work and dedication, an Elocution competition was held in which
Chiranjeev of 8G, Soumya Tripathi of 7B and Avishi Gautam of 6G were declared the
winners.

DOODLE MAKING COMPETITION FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

MAYANK

UDAY VEER

A Doodle-making competition was held at Khaitan Public School for special children and
Mayank of 6B bagged the 3rd position in the same. Uday Veer of 6D also participated in
this contest and was conferred AN appreciation certificate in the same category.

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSIONS
INTER-STATE STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM CONDUCTED WITH EURO
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AT JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN)

ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar-1, Delhi in collaboration with Tiger Trust
recently had a three day long student exchange programme with the Euro
International School at Jodhpur with the aim to foster positive steps towards
conservation of natural resources through mutual discussions and excursions which
helped the students to come closer to nature and find solutions to the prevailing
problems related to extinction of flora and fauna.
INDUS QUALITY FOUNDATION’S ‘ANANDAM- 2019’ AT DEHRADUN.

ASN school, in collaboration with IQF (Anandam 2019), conducted a week-long holistic
residential programme in Dehradun for the students from 17 th – 24th June, 2019. A
plethora of activities like Meditation, Satsang, activity-based workshops, many in-campus
and off-campus programmes exploring teachings of Swami Vivekananda; were organised
not only to strengthen the students physically but also mentally and spiritually.
ASN also hosted IQF inter-school street-play competition on 10th December 2019 in the
school’s amphitheatre on the theme- “Spiritual Empowerment of Youth Will Generate
Responsible Citizen of Future India”.

ACTIVITIES AND WORKSHOPS
PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA

It has become a tradition for our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi to have a heart-toheart with the board-examinees every year through social media and in person. To lighten
the tension of the students, familiarise them with the system and prepare them to take the
outcome in good spirit, they were taken to the amphitheatre to have some piece of advice
and peace of mind before the commencement of the exams.

CAMPAIGN TO PROMOTE VOTE

The Delhi state elections were held on the 8th of February this year. The school, besides
being a spirited polling booth, was decked-up in pink to promote the women/ girl
empowerment which was a matter of pride for the school. An interactive session was
conducted on ‘Why One Should Vote’. Students also participated in a rally to sensitize
people about the importance of voting. This big shout out was to encourage the voters to
vote.
Apart from enlightening the students about the importance and functioning of election
system in our society, the school also distributed Sankalp Patras to them before the

elections to get the same attested by their parents; leaving no stone unturned for a 100%
voting this time.

DISASTER MANAGEMENT – A MOCK DRILL

SAFETY COMES FIRST! The prime concern and priority of the school are the students and
their safety. Therefore, apart from preparing them to fight the man-made difficulties, the
school also focuses on their safety from natural disasters, and that is why, MOCK-DRILLS are
conducted time-to-time to transform them into responsible decision-makers.

DEAR (DROP EVERYTHING AND READ) ACTIVITY

ASN Senior Secondary School conducted DEAR (Drop Everything and Read) activity to
highlight the importance of reading. The aim to celebrate this day was to remind everyone
to make reading a priority activity in their lives. The DEAR activity was conducted in the
classes from Nry. – XII standard during Golden Hour to instil a lifelong reading habit in
students.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Many activities were conducted in the Astronomy Club to hone the students’ scientific aptitude.

THE MARTIAN LAB
In this workshop, students were introduced to the possibility of existence of life on Mars. They were
told about the rovers that have been to Mars before and are introduced to Mars Curiosity Rover.
The students then made their own model of Curiosity Rover and learned about its working through
fun activities.
SPACE SATELLITES

In this workshop, students were introduced to the concept of ‘satellites ‘in a very innovative
manner. They discovered that just like the different parts of their body perform different

functions, a satellite has parts which have different functions to make the satellite
operational.
SPACE EXPLORERS WORKSHOP
In this workshop, students solved the mysteries of magnification by making real time observations
through objects in their surroundings. It was established that lenses are objects used to magnify
things. Students subconsciously understood the use of magnification to solve different purpose in
scientific instruments like microscopes, telescopes and binoculars etc.
HYDROBOT: In this workshop, students were introduced to the concept of hydraulics in a very
interactive manner. They learnt about the properties of fluid and how the fluids are used in hydraulic
machines. They learnt about the application of hydraulics in space sciences. They participated in
various hands on activities to understand the hydraulic principle and its application. They
understood how human arm works and how it is replicated in hydraulic arms. They worked in a team
to make their own Hydrobot.

KOREAN LANGUAGE CLASSES AT ASN

ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar 1 in collaboration with Korean Cultural Centre
India conducted a 20-hours of ‘Introduction of Korean Language & Culture’ session to
apprise and strengthen the bond between the two rich diversified cultures. Students at the
end of the course were able to greet each other and exchange a few pleasantries. They
could read and also write in the Korean Language -Hangul. The students were awarded with
a ‘Certificate of Completion’ of the course by Mr. Kim Kum-Pyoung ;Director, Korean
Culture Centre India in the presence of Ms. Mira Kwak; Head of Education, KCCI and Mr.
Harsh Sharma, Korean Language Instructor, KCCI.

HOUR OF CODE ACTIVITIES
Middle Wing students Keshav, Aaryan, Kritika, Swaroop, Sudhanshu, Vaishnavi and many others
participated in Hour of Code Activities where they won various e-certificates.

GIFTED CHILDREN PROGRAMME BY VENKATESH TRUST FOR EDUCATION
AND EXCELLENCE

Gifted Children Programme was conducted in collaboration with Venkatesh Trust for Education and
Excellence run by Mr. and Dr. Vimala Veeraraghavan, Chairperson. Selected students were trained
by Mr. B.B. Srivastava, Science Advisor at National Science centre. The finest models were presented
by the students at the Ambience School, Safdurganj Enclave. The students were lauded for their
efforts and received participation certificates.

INTACH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Indian national trust for Art and Cultural Heritage INTACH was founded in 1984. The NGO
organises different workshops and competitions from time-to-time. Our children received prizes for
their entries which were published in INTACH Newsletter “YOUNG INTACH”. On 18th April, Middle
wing of the school celebrated World Heritage Day in which the children of Class 6th made beautiful
brochures on the topic ‘Incredible India’ whereas the children of Class 7th wrote slogans on ‘My
Heritage; My Pride’. Avishi Gautam of VI G and Ishwin Kumar of VIII G bagged prizes for their
impressive inputs sent to INTACH. The wing took the pledge on conserving our tangible and
intangible heritage.

THE AWAKENED CITIZEN PROGRAM

The informative sessions of R.K. Mission were conducted time-to-time for the students of VI
to VIII classes, throughout the session. Good values were inculcated in the students through
these classes.

SCOUTS AND GUIDES

Hindustan Scouts Guides of ASN Senior Secondary School ,Mayur Vihar 1 were given
Deeksha in the Deeksha Ceremony. The event was presided over by School Principal Ms.
Swarnima Luthra and Mr Rahul Kumar (National Training Commissioner, India).
Hindustan Scouts and Guides of ASN Senior Secondary School ,Mayur Vihar 1 participated
in the Tree Plantation Drive organised by the school. Hindustan Scouts & Guides of ASN
Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar –I, paid homage to Late Sushma Swaraj by planting
a tree in her memory.

EXEMPLARY PRODIGIES OF MIDDLE WING
ISHWIN KUMAR

Ishwin Kumar: The amalgam of aesthetic temperament, scientific aptitude and intelligence
is what defines Ishwin Kumar of 8G aptly. He has won prizes in almost all the competitions
he participated in; be it Science projects or Art & Craft competitions. Besides his academic
excellence, a few of his achievements are:
 2nd prize in the Art competition conducted by NMNH at Indira Paryavaran Bhawan ,
Zorbagh on the occasion of Rashtriya Ekta Diwas.
 2nd prize in Science circuits & robots making competition.

KRITIKA SHARMA

Kritika Sharma: Kritika Sharma is a brilliant student who, besides being extraordinary in
academics, excels in co-curricular activities too. She is an amazing writer and orator who has
represented the school in different competitions and brought laurels too. To name a few,
she won 2nd position in essay-writing competitions conducted by NMNH (for which she got
gold-plated bowl as prize) and Delhi Traffic Police (cash prize and Big Bazaar vouchers).
She was given participation certificate too for her exceptional performance in story-telling
competition conducted by CBSE.
AVISHI GAUTAM

Avishi Gautam: Avishi Gautam of Class VI G is an extra-ordinary student with a knack for
academics as well as extra-curricular activities. She has proved her mettle not only in
Olympiads but also in arts. She bagged 1st position in the Slogan-writing competition (Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao) , Bronze medal in IMO, 1st position (Gold Medal) in the Astronomy
Olympiad.
Long way to go, Keep it up!

SUPHAL SAMRIDDHI

Suphal Samriddhi
Suphal Samriddhi is a budding star of middle wing who has exhibited her multifarious talent
in a plethora of activities. The girl has made the school proud by winning numerous awards
in different categories/ fields. With her amazing innate skills, she has brought laurels to the
school by bagging 1st position in Brochure Designing (Incredible India), Awareness
Advertisement (Tiger Trust) And National Science Olympiad (Level 2). The list doesn’t end
here. She has also got 2nd prize in innumerable Olympiads she took part in. Kudos to the girl!
SWASTI ZOI SINGHAI

Swasti is an outstanding child with extraordinary knowledge and skills.. She has won Gold medal
in IMO- level 1 (rank 1), LIVE Olympiad (Science and Maths) and STEM Olympiad; and has qualified
for level 2 in these competitions.
She has also won Gold medal in NSO- level 1 (rank 1) and qualified for level 2.
Keep up the spirit!

Zonals result 2019-2020
Zonal results were declared. Congratulations to the winners!
Events

Name

Position

Class

English poetry

Harshit Joshi

III

VIII-D

Kavya Jha

I

VII-B

Drawing
competition
Hindi poetry

Kritika Sharma

III

VIII-E

Hindi Poetry

Chiranjeev Singh Ahluwalia

III

VIII-G

Hindi debate

Manishka Chawla
Ananya Choudhary

I

VIII-D
VIII-E

Hindi debate

Arpit Sharma
Kavya Joshi

III

VIII-E
VII-F

Punjabi poetry

Angad Singh

II

VIII-E

Punjabi poetry

Diya Vohra

II

VII-F

Sanskrit poetry

Dron Jog

II

VIII-A

Poster
competition

Ankit Gupta

I

VII-D

Semi Classical

Dron Jog

I

VIII-A

Folk Dance

Boys Dance Group

I

Group (Sr+M)

Girls Dance Group

II

Group (Sr+M)

Girls Group

III

Group (Sr+M)

Patriotic Song

INTER SCHOOL SPORTS ACHIEVERS (Session: 2019-20 )

Students proved their mettle in the field of sports also. Their achievements are
given below
Event

Organizers

Name of the
Student

Class

Category

Position

TABLE TENNIS

EVERGREEN SPORTS
FEST

KARTIK
CHANDLE
AYUSHI
CHANDLE
NITIKA
MANCHAND
JAGRAT
MANCHANDA
ARNAV

VII-B

U-12

GOLD

IX

U-14

GOLD

VII-E

U-12

SILVER

VI-G

U-12

SILVER

VII-D

U-14

SILVER

DDA SKATING
TOURNAMENT

DDA SPORTS WING 28
JULY

AHAN
MUKARJEE

VI C

U-9 (QUDE)

GOLD

DDA SKATNG
TOURNAMENT

DDA SPORTS WING 8
SEP

AHAN
MUKARJEE
NAMAN

VI-C

U-9 (QUDE)

SILVER

VII-B

U-14 (INLINE)

SILVER

MANISH

VII-A

U-14 (QUDE)

BRONZE

AHAN
MUKARJEE
HARSHUL
SACHDEVA

VI-C

U-11 (QUDE)

BRONZE

VII-C

U-14 (INLINE)

BRONZE

BOOMIKA
MAHAK

VIII-E
VIII-E

JUNIOR

WINNER

ANNAYA
KAVYA
SHRITHI
ANANYA GUPTA
PAAVNI

VIII-E
VII-B
VII-B
VII-B
VIII-E

DDA SKATING
TOURNAMENT

VOLLEY BALL

CHILLA SPORTS
COMPIEX

JBM SPORTS FEST

AWARDS IN SPORTS ACTIVITIES (Session :

2019-2020)

NATIONAL LEVEL
EVENT NAME

NAME & CATEGORY

POSITION ACHIEVED

AADHYA SINGH 7 G U-14

BRONZE
PARTICIPANTS

1 ALL INDIA ROLLER SKATING CHAMPONSHIP
RSFI GREENO BANKED TRACK

AHAN MUKARJEE 4 A U-9
(QUDE)
AHAN MUKARJEE 4-A, U9(QUDE)

ALL INDIA TENNIS ACCS BOMBAY 11.2.20

YATHARTH PALIWAL U-12

PARTICIPANTS

ALL INDIA TENNIS RANKING

YATHARTH PALIWAL U-12

SEVENTEEN

GAMNASTICS CBSE NATIONAL

EVENT( BALL)

SKATING RSFI NATIONAL VIZAG

PARTICIPANTS

NORTH ZONE LEVEL
EVENT NAME
DDA SKATING TOURNAMENT 2019 SIRI
FORT COMPIEX 10 FEB
46 DELHI STATE OPEN ROLLER SPORTS
CHAMPIONSHIP 10 MAY
LAL BAHADUR SHASTRI MEMORIAL
ROLLER SKATING CHAMPINONSHIP 21 SEP
YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX
CBSE STATE LEVAL(SKATING)

STATE LEVEL
NAME & CATEGORY

POSITION
ACHIEVED

AHAN MUKARJEE U-9( QUDE)

SILVER

AHAN MUKARJEE U-9
300,500,1000(QUDE)
AHAN MUKARJEE U-9 300,500
(QUDE)

SILVER

AHAN MUKARJEE U-9 ,500 1000
(QUDE)
SIYA AGARWAL U-19 ,300,500
(QUDE)
NAMAN GOWSAI U-14, 300, 500
(INLINE)
ASHISH U-14 300,500 QUDE)

PARTICIPANTS

AHAN MUKARJEE U-9,800, (QUDE)

GOLD

AHAN MUKARJEE 500 (QUDE)

SILVER

YATHARTH PALIWAL U-14

RUNNER

YATHARTH PALIWAL U-12

WINNER

YATHARTH PALIWAL U-14
SINGLE/DABULE
YATHARTH PALIWAL U-14
SINGAL/DUBLE
MEHUL GUPTA U-12 (TRAMPOLING)

RUNNER

MEHUL GUPTA U-12 (TRAMPOLING)

PARTICIPANTS

AADHYA SINGH U-15 (HOOP)

RUNNER

YATHARTH PALIWAL VII U-14

PARTICIPANTS

CBSE STATE LAVEL (TENNIS)

ISHU VII U-14

PARTICIPANTS

CBSE STATE LAVEL (TENNIS)

AARAMAN SHARMA XI U-19

PARTICIPANTS

CBSE STATE LEVEL (TENNIS)

SIDDHANTH NAG XI U-19

PARTICIPANTS

CBSE STATE LEVEL (TENNIS)

SAKSHAM SETHI XII U-19

PARTICIPANTS

STATE RANKING (TENNIS)

YATHARTH PALIWAL

SECOND

MINI DELHI STATE (VOLLEYBALL) U-12

BHOOMIKA VIII -E

SECOND

CBSE STATE LEVAL (SKATING)
CBSE STATE LEVAL(SKATING)
CBSE STATE LEVAL (SKATING)
46 DELHI STATE ROLLER SPORTS
CHAMPIONSHIP 10 MAY RSFI
TS7 FITSCO SPORTS ACDMEY GURUGRAM
5.11.19
TS7 TENNIS FIT ACADAMY GURUGRAM
10.5.19
CS7 CHAMUNDA TENNIS ACADAMY
KARNAL HARYANA 12.11 .19
CS7 CHAMUNDA TENNIS ACADAMY
KARNAL HARYANA 10.1 .20
GAMNASTIC DDA SPORTS TOURNAMENT
18 TO 20 OCT YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX
CBSE STATE LEVAL 7.11.19 TO 10. 11.19
ALLAHBAD U.P
DDA GAMNASTIC TOURNAMENT 18 TO 20
OCT YAMUNA SPORTS COMPLEX
CBSE STATE LAVEL (TENNIS)

SILVER

PARTICIPANTS
PARTICIPANTS
PARTICIPANTS

WINNER
WINNER

MEHAK VIII-E
ANANYA VIII-E
PAAWANI VIII-E
KAVYA JOSHI VII-B
ANANYA GUPTA VII-B
SHRITHI VII-B
DELHI STATE BADMINTON ( DCBA)

RIDHIMA SHARMA VI ( SUB JR)

PARTICIPANTS

INTER ZONAL LEVEL
EVENT NAME

NAME & CATEGORY

POSITION
ACHIEVED

CRICKET

ARNAV RAI VIII-D U-14

SELECTED

ADITYA SIDDHANT VIII-D U-14

SELECTED

MADHAV KHURANA U-12

PARTIPATED

SKODA SINGLE WICKET DELHI

